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October 9,2015

Susan M. Hudson, Clerk
Vermont Public Service Board
I 12 State Street
Montpelier,VT 05620-2701

Re: CPG #NM-5056 Petition to Revoke CPG

Dear Mrs. ÉIudson:

In a Memorandum dated September 18, 2015 the Public Service Board asked the

Department of Public Service to file a recommendation on \ilhether the Board should open an

investigation into whether the net metering system permitted on November 26,2014 pursuant to

NM#-5056 was constructed in accordance with its Certificate of Public Good (CPG). The

Board's action was initiated in response to requests by an adjoining landowner, Edward Rybka,

and the Town of New Haven to revoke the CPG because inst¿lled landscape mitigation did not
satisff a specific condition of the CPG.

On September 24,2015, Mr. Rybka withdrew his petition to revoke the CPG due to fact
that the current owner of the Project, Peck Elechic, had planted "alarge number of Thuja Green

Giant trees along the border between the Project and the Petitioner' (Rybka's) land" and that he

was "satisfied that the trees planted by Peck Electric comply with or even exceed the screening
required by the Certificate of Public Good." The Town ofNew Haven has not withdrawn their
Motion to Revoke the CPG, which was based on the speciflc concems identified by Mr. Rybka.

The Department has reviewed the original CPG along with the filings of Mr. Rybka and

the Town of New Haven and on that basis recommends that the Board not open an investigation
into this matter. Our recommendation is based in large part on the actions of the Project owner,

Peck Electric, to install additional landscape mitigation with which Mr. Rybka appears to be

satished.
In addition, we note that the language of the condition itself is somewhat problematic

from an enforcement perspective. Condition #5 of the CPG, after requiring a minimum number

oftrees to be planted along 3 separate Project boundaries states that: "Said trees shall be of
sufficient height and caliper and be maintained to ffictively minimize the visíbility and potential
aesthetic impacts associated with the Project." While the goal of this condition is obvious, the
italicized phrase is fairly broad and susceptible to multiple interpretations. It would be difficult to
enforce this condition as written. I



The Town of New Haven raises an additional point that is becoming a significant issue in
the review of the Section 24S(bX5) aesthetics impacts and the potential for landscape mitigation
to address those impacts for solar generation projects. Project developers ofall sizes ofsolar
projects have begun structuring their site acquisition arrangements to obtain control (whether

through lease or purchase) of only just enough land to accommodate the project itself, meaning

the solar panels and inverters. Developers now routinely assert that they have no legal control of
any property beyond the boundaries ofthe fence surrounding the proposed solar array and thus

cannot install landscaping to mitigate the aesthetic impact of their project. Under such

circumstances, it is difficult, if not impossible for a party to recommend or the Board to impose

any off site landscape mitigation measures that would be effective. The additional mitigation for
this project that has satisfied Mr. Rybka was apparently installed on the actual project boundary,
obviating the need to address this particular concern. Thus, given that the matters raised by the
Town's Motion to Revoke have either been addressed or are moot, the Department finds no

remaining unresolved issues that would require a Board investigation.

Thank you.

Sincerely

îru
Elias
Counsel

cc: Edward Rybka
Cindy Ellen Hill, Esq. for Town of New Haven
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